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NATIONAL ADVISORY COAITTE FOR AERO1AUTICS 

TECHNICAL MEMORA2TDUM NO. 641 

LIFT DISTRIBUTION AND LOITGITUDINAL S,TABILITY

OF AN AIRPLAiTE* 

By Car1 Tpfer 

In resolving the drag of an airplane wing and. of an 
airplane into the induced drag and. the drag due to the 
viscosity of the air (profile d,rag and structural drag), 
it, is generally assumed that the lift distribution along 
the span is elliptical and. consequently the induced drag 
is equal. to the ideal drag, i.e., equa1to the minimum in-
duced. drag	 . . 

=	 A2	 . 

	

irqb	 .... 

at the given aspect ratio.. This asiimption 4oe,s .not apply, 
hdwever, to the. wing alone nor .t.o the whole airplane for 
that part of the polars which i. s most important for the 
constructor. The. dr.ag ..rati•os .at large ang1O of attack. be-
low the maximum lift C .	 determine the dimensions of amax. 
the engines, the take-off weight of the airplane and the 
size of the.'wings, et' c.** Here any calculation based on 
the above assumption would prove deceptive. 

Not only the drag is inaccurately given by the hither-
td customary method of calculating the airplane polar, but 
even the lift in terms of the angle 'of attack, in particu-
lar the maximum lift and hnce the minimum horizontal speed. 
The C	 determined by a wind-tunnel test with a model 

amax 
enables no sure conclusion regarding the maximum lift at-
tainable on a full-sized airplane at the iven speed. This 
lift is also affected. by the propeller. slipstream. Air-
plane pilots know the great difference between the Ca 

at full throt.tle and at idling speed. 

*Auftriosverteilung und Lngsstabilitt, It from Zeit-
schrift fur Flugtechnik . und .iotorluftschiffahrt, June 29, 
1931, .p. 366-368. 
*o 4 trage aus dem Ge'oiet der Aorodynamik'und. verwandter 
Gebiete (published by Gilles, Hopf and Krm.n), 1929, 
p. 201 ff..
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It was hitherto .customary o. atr,ibite this lift in-
crease directly to the velocity increase in the field of 
the propeller slipstream. This cannot affect the lift-
drag ratib,,' however, so far 'a the, wing alone is consid-
erod. Since the slipstream is chiefly obstructed by the 
fuselage, it would be expected that the total drag would 
increase faster than the lift and that the lift-drag ratio 
would be reduced by the' slipstream. This happens oaily at 
small angles of attack. In flat gliding (at a large angle 
of attack and low sinking steed), the slipstream percepti-
bly improves the lift-drag ratio, namely for airplanes 
with more than one engine (sudden tI pancaiin. g II when the gas 
is shu.t off). Moreover, since the greAt. difference in lift 
between full throttle and idling speed cannot be explained 
by the velocity increase in. the 'slip stream, I take excep-
tion to the hitherto custoay expianatibn that the slip-
stream affects the lift indirectly in connectio with the 
disturbance of the lift distribution.* 

In an ideal nonviscous fluid the lift distribution is 
nearly elliptical throughout the span, even on rectangular 
and tapering wings',	 In. a 'visco'.i.s fluid', however, this 
lift distribution is maintained •only up :to a critical an-
gle of attack, when the flow begins to', separate at the rnid-
dle of the wing. The lift distribution is the,n changed, as 
shown in Figure 2. In this lift distribution the induced 
drag is greater, than the minimum drag calculated by the for-
mula. This, determines the resolution of the measured total 
into	 and .Ct, which explaiis the exceedingly rapid
increase in the apparent profile drag at large angles of 
attack below that of maximum lift ' 0a	 • The increase in

max 
the 'induced drag, as compared with the ideal drag with el-
liptical lift distribution, is included in the calculatea 
C. With increasing angle of attack, the disturbed region 

in the middle of the wing increases and the lift ceases to 
iiicrease linearly with the angle of attack, while the ap-
parent	 increases still more rapidly. Finally, the 

disturbance spreads over so large a portion of the wing 

* Since the direction ' of the slipstream, at large angles of 
attack, makes an angle With that of th'e relative wind, 
which'can reach an angle' of about 100, the resultiiig angle 
f "attack is considerably decroé.s'ed. in the region' of the 

slipstream and the lift increase from the groate wind ve-
locity is found to be waolly or partially 'ieutralizod,
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that the lift is no longer in.ce:sed: by increasing the an-
gle of attack.	 .	 .: : 

If there is a natural cause of disturbance (fuselage, 
1'atoral engines) in the middlo of thG wing, tho separation 
of the flow begins sooner than it would. with the wing 
alone. How the change in the lift distribution, due t the 
fusolago, affects tho lift and drag, is shown by the ot 
tingen wind eunnol inostigatior of a taillos "Weltenseg-
ler" airplane mod.el.* The exceedingly great drag of the 
fuselage an be explained only by t1e disturbance in the 
lift distribution. The • C	 is simultaneously shifted 

to a smaller angle of attackand thereby reduced. (Fig. 1.) 
Since the fuselage lies partly above, the wing,** the circu-
lation disturbance in the vicinity of the . fuselage covers 
the whole anglo-of-attack range, thus increasing the in-
duced drag, as compared. with the ideal drag, oven at Ca = 
0, . Figure 3 shows the lift distribution •at 0a	 0. 

The effect of tho slipstream is to carry along the 10-
Oal vortex formations between the wing and fuselage and 
thus shift the separation of the flow to larger angles of 
attack. The lift increase is thereforedue to the fact 
that the previously disturbed lift distribution is restored 
by the slipstream (dash line in Figure 2). This simulta-
neously raises the upper limit of the attainable lift and 
explains why, at small angles. of attack, the slipstream 
has but little or no effect on the polar (according to the 
type of airplane).. It also explains the great drag in-
crease from the lateral engine, which is especially groat 
at large angles of attack. It is further obvious that the 
vortex formation : between the wing root and fuselage cannot 

*L. Prandtl and. A. otz, "Ergebnisse dci' Aerodynamischon 
Vorsuchsanstalt zu Gottingen,"Report III, 1927, p. 122. 

**The investigation of a high-wing monopla±ie with lateral 
engines (Rohrba.Oh landpläne), co±itained in the same report, 
does not explain, the disturbance of the lift distribution 
with the same clearnes," since the horizontal empennage had 
'also greatly assisted, s evidenced by the longitudinal mo-
ments. The induced drag depends on the lift distribution 
over the whole airplane, i.e,, the sum of the lifts of the 
wing aiid hoizpnta1 ompennago. The drag ratios at large 
angles of attack are then correct only whon the longitudi-
nal moment' of the airpiano modol is noutralized (equilib-
rium Dolar). The •C	 :.is.a1so considerably affoctod 

by the wrongly supporting tail surfaces.
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follow the law of similarity with the same accuracy as the 
aerodynamic forces A and. W and. that the disturbance 
of the lift distribution by the fuselage will therefore 
have a different effect on the wind.tunnel than on the 
full-sized airplane. In the vicinity of the Ca	 tLe 

max 
wind-tunnel p.blar cannot b.e.xpected to agree with the no-
larof a full-sized airplaie. in flight. The same princi-
le• apliès to,the. off .ct •of the slipstream. 

It . is known that the stability calculation for glid..-. 
inç flight fails at large angles, of. attack, The downwash 
from the tail. surfaces and. also the magnitude and. location 
of tho resulting aorod.ynamic fOrce of tho wing are affoct-
ad. by the lift .disti-ibiition.- I these thre unknowns also 
lie, the ..obst.ac1e t .ohe satifactory calculation of the 
stability in powered flight. 

	

For glHin flight (thrust 	 0) it is u;gested that 
the downwash a2g.le, up to about (A/)max, be calculated 
by the formula for ellipticaldistribution Q the wing 

\ * 
A .='.	 -4 57 31 1 + 1 ( 

TTlOOb	 L	 \21 

At °arnax'', on the other hand, the calculation of the down-
wash angle isbased on a rocangular lift distribution. 

A =	 57.3 ' [1 +	
+.i* 

2'rr .100 b2	 L	 '2i'i 

Intermediate values can then be easily interpolated. 
(Pig. 4a, curves e and. f.) 

Stability calculations in powered flight (thrust = 
drag) cannot be based simply on the, gliding-flight polar 
and. the wind velocity at the tail, as increased by the 
slipstream. A considerably greater stability would thus 
be obtained in powered. flight. than . in gliding flight, 
while all flight tests lead. rath.er to, the opposite conclu-
sion. This is explained. by the hypothesis that'the slip-
stream restors thedisturbad. el1ptical lift distribution 

. 'the wing. With this ,:diatribution the downwash angle, 
according to tae ave orraulas, is olraost twice as lerge 

*puchs and. Hopf, Aebdynmik,i922,.p. 325.
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as in gliding flight if, by way of approximation, a rec-
tangular lift distri'butionis assumed at Ca 

max 

The control and stability diagrams in Figui'e 4 are in-
tended to give a cleareridea of these rather complicated 
relations. In the control &iagam'tho mornent öoofficient 
C' of the wing with rospect'toho C.G. of the airplane 
is plotted against the angle of attack. (Curve a	 Fig-
ure 4a,) Positive C' denotes, as usual, a forward-tip-
ping moment. The momeiit:co'eficient Cm' of the hori-
zóntal empennage with respect to the C.G. of the airplane, 
likewise plotted against the angle of attack of the wing, 
is considered positive for a given elevator deflection, 
when the aerodynamic force on the elovator tond.s to level 
off the airplane. With this establishment of tho sign of 
0mL'' contrary to the usual way, the intersoction of the 

two moment curves for the tail surfaces and the wing yields 
directly the angle ofattáck of the moment equilibrant. 
Of course allowance must also be made forthe downwash 
from the tail surfaces. AccQrding to whether the lift dis-
tribution at large angles of attack is assumed to be ellip-
tical or rectangular, the samo elevator deflection yields 
two different moment curves for tho tail. (Of courso only 
elliptical lift distribution comes into the question at 
small angles of attack.) 

Curve f (fig. 4a) shows that the downwash is dimin-
ished by the disturbance of the lift distribution. This 
moment curveis decisive for gliding flight. Its inter-
section point 1 with the curve a yields the angle of at-
tack of the momont oquilibrant for the given olovator do-. 
floction;

Cm' - CmL' = 0 

For powered flight (thrust = drag), we assumod ollip-
tical lift distribution on the wing and calculated tho 
d.ownwash angle accordingly. In the moment curve of the 
tail surfaces, the wind volbcity, as increased by the slip-
stream, must also be taken into consideration. This is 
done by rotating the curve o about its point of inter-
section with th	 axis. (The tail moment becomes zero 
at the samo. angle of attack rogardless of the wind veloci-
ty.) The velocity increment in the slipstream is assimed 
to be 41%. of the flight spood. The .aorodynamic force and 
the tail momont are then exactly doubled.
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The wing momeit is likewise increased by the slip-
stream (curve b). F6r the given elevator d.eflection, the 
moment balance is found. by the intersection point 2 of the 
moment curvos. band g of the tail and wing for thrust = 
drag. ($ =W). The moment balance is therefore at a• some-
what larger an	 of attack iñpo*edf1ight than in gild-
ing flight (S = 0) , inter section i, although the clova-
tordef,1octioi the same in both cases, 

The aerodynamic moment, ioforrod to .. hêC.G. of the 
airplane and represented: by th differon . of. the moment 
cOofficients

LCm = ( Cm' - CmL') 

is derived from the control diagram and transferred to the 
stability diagram. T1ie angle at which the resulting mo-
ment.curvo intersects the. a. axis is a criterion for the 
stab.i1ity with moriient balance 

dct 

It is obvious that the stability in powered. flight may be 
1es than in gliding flight (the basis of comparison being 
the same elevator deflection) , although the slipstream dou-
bles the aerodynamic force on. the tail surfaces. 

In conclusion, attention is called to the fact that 
the conversiozi of the wing polar measured in the wind tun-
nelto another aspect ratio is likewise based on the assump-
tion of an elliptical lift distribution. In so far as this 
assumption does not hold. good. at large angles of attack, 
the function C	 f(a) in the vicinity of C	 is not a 
correctly given by the customary conversion formulas. 

Sumrna ,y.- The preliminary calculation of tho airplane 
polar and hence of the flight performances and. characteris-
tics rests on the assumption bf an elliptical lift distri-
bution at all at.tltudo. For large angles of attack . bolow 
C	 , this mothod . of calculation yiold. no satisfactory arnax	 . 
agreement with measurements made in flight. An attempt is 
made to oliminate the errors in the preliminary calculation 
by trio assuraotion of . disturbance 0±' tno lift distribution 
in tM's anglo-of .--attack rnge, which is so importànt for
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the constructor. An explanation is also given of the 
great differences found in flight with and without pro-
peller slipstream. 

Translation by Dwight M. Miner, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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Fig.l ShiftinL of function 0a() 
to disturbance of lift distri-

bution on model of eltensegler airplane 
and corresnonding wing alone,as shown by 
.Gottingen tc-stG.
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Pig.2 Lift distribu-
tion at small 

and largo angle of 
attack be1o', C
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Fig.3 Lift distribution on model of Weltensegler airplane 
atct=-4.5°. 
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Fig.4 Ccntrol and stability diagram for horizontal empennage.
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